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U p bounds on the computational complexity of some logical theories are proved. The theory 
Th .&,ik), G) of finite subsets of N is proved to be in IJ Y c,. ATIME-ALT(2’“,n). The same result is 
proved for the theories Th( N, i), Th( N, I, x) and Th( N, 1, x,2x,x2,2”), where i denotes 
coprimality of numbers. The theory Th( N. =, I,) is proved to be in UC,, ATIME-ALTQ‘“‘,n). 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that complete number theory, i.e. the theory of the structure 
(FU, =, +, x ), is undecidable. When we drop one of the operations + or x , the 
theories Th(N, =, +) and Th(N, =, x) we obtain are decidable [19,16, 251. The 
computational complexity of these theories has been studied [3,4,8-l 1, 17, 18,20,21], 
eventually showing that Th( N, =, + ) is complete for uC,0 ATIME-ALT(2”“, n), 
and Th( N, =, x ) is complete for UC,0 ATIME-ALT(222’M, n) [S]. 
Many relations and functions can be defined in ( PY, =, +, x ). First, consider the 
following weakenings of +: the linear ordering <, which is definable in (N, =, + ), 
and the successor function S, which is definable in (N, < ). Next consider the 
following weakenings of x : the partial ordering 1 of divisibility, which is definable in 
(N, =, x ), and the binary relation I of coprimality, which is definable in (N,j). 
Note that = is definable in ( tV, < ) and ( N, I). 
What happens to the theory Th( N, =, <, 1, I, S, +, x ) if we drop some of these 
relations or functions? Robinson [23] has proved that in (N, S, / ) we can define all 
relations and functions of complete number theory. Woods [27] has proved the same 
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result for (N, 6, I ) and (N. 1. + ). It is still open whether the same result holds for 
the structures (N, S, I) and (N, =, S, I), but Woods [27] has proved that their 
theories are undecidable. This shows that if a weakening of + and one of x are put 
together in a structure. then we get an undecidable theory. 
It follows from these undecidability results that among the theories obtained from 
Th( N, =, 6. /, I, S, +, x ) by dropping symbols of relations or functions, the maxi- 
mal decidable ones are exactly Th( N, =, 6, S, +) (i.e. Th(N, =, +)), and 
Th( N, =, 1, I, x ) (i.e. Th( N, =, x )). What happens if we drop some symbols from the 
last two theories? It is known that Th(N, = ), Th( N, =,S) and Th( N, <) are 
PSPACE-complete [lo]. The study of Th(N- (Oj, I) by Volger [26], improving 
Michel [IS], showed that this theory is in uc,0 ATIME-ALT(2c”2’op”, n) and 
is complete in Uk,O ATIME-ALT(2’“*, n) for the polynomial-time many-one 
reducibility. 
We shall consider in this paper the complexity of the theories of the following 
structures, the last ones left unsettled: (N, I ), (N, I, x ) and (N, =, _L ). We shall 
prove in Section 4 that Th( N, I) and Th(N, I, x ) are in lJc,0 ATIME-ALT(2’“, n), 
and that Th( N, =, I) is in lJc,0 ATIME-ALT(T”‘, n). These upper bounds almost 
match the following lower bound (Theorem 4.2): there is a c>O such that none of 
these theories are in ATIME-ALT(2c”i’og”, cn). 
In fact, we shall see in Section 4 that Th( N, I) has essentially the same complexity 
as the theory Th(./Pf( N), E) of the lattice of finite subsets of N. This theory was 
studied by Volger [26], who proved that 
Th(;‘Pf( N), c )E u ATIME-ALT(2’“‘, n), 
‘>O 
using a general theorem of Ferrante and Rackoff [ lo] on the complexity of the theory 
of the countable weak direct power of a structure. A more direct approach, which 
does not use this general theorem, allows us to improve this result. We prove in 
Section 3 that 
Th(gf( N), E )E u ATIME-ALT(2’“, n). 
c>o 
We also consider upper and lower bounds on the complexity of various related 
theories, such as 
Th(.Y,-(N), =, s,n,u,I,@) and Th(g_,-(N)u{Nj, G). 
Finally, in Section 5, we study the effect of adding the functions 2x, x’, 2” to the 
structures (N, = ) and (N, I, x ). We prove that Th( N, =,2x), Th( N, =,x2) and 
Th( N, =, 2”) are PSPACE-complete, and 
Th( N, I, x ,2.x,.u2,2”)~ u ATIME-ALT(2’“, n). 
r>O 
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2. Preliminaries 
We refer to [7, lo] for detailed logical preliminaries. Let .c4 = (A, RI, . . , R,) be 
a structure. A is the nonempty domain of d, RiEAYi are relations on A for 1 <i< 1. 
{R 1, ... > R,} is the vocabulary of the structure. We shall also consider structures with 
functions and constants; whenever it will be the case, we shall see that their analysis 
can be reduced to the analysis of structures with relations only. We denote by Ck 
a k-tuple (a,, . . ..ak)EAk. 
Let cp be a formula involving the logical symbols 1, A, v ,V, 3, the parentheses 
(, and), formal variables ~~,vi, zjio, . . . with subscripts written in binary, and relation 
symbols that are for simplicity denoted as are the relations of d: RI, . . , R,. If 
&=(x1, . . . , xk) are the free variables of cp=cp(X,), and tikEAk, we write JZZ+ q(&) if 
SD(&) is true in ~2. We also say in that case that tik satisfies (p(&). 
A sentence is a formula with no free variables. A sentence is in prenex normalform if 
it is of the form &xi . . . Qkxk(P(&), where Qi, . . . ,Qk are quantifiers, and (p(?k) is 
quantifier-free. A sentence can be put in prenex normal form in deterministic poly- 
nomial time. This procedure makes the length longer in the stage of renaming 
variables, but (this is the crucial point) does not increase the number of quantifiers. 
The theory of a structure ~2 is the set of sentences which are true in ,d: 
Th(,d)={cp: Cd+ cp}. We write Th(A, RI, . . . , R[)forTh((A,R,,...,R,)).Thetheory 
is decidable if this set is recursive. 
The following theorem is implicit in [lo, pp. 30-31 and 34-353; see also [14, 
pp. 209-2101. It involves a structure .d = (A, R,, . , R,), a family E; of equivalence 
relations on Ak, a norm, that is a function II.11 from A into N, and a function 
H: N3+W. If XGA and rn~N, we write x<m whenever IIxI/ <m. 
Theorem 2.1. Let .z! = ( A, . . . ) be a structure, together with equivalence relations Et on 
Ak, a norm II . 11, a function H(n, k, m), and ~.IE N, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any kEN -{O), any rn>p, any ak,h,eAk, if EkEi+‘& and vi 
l<i<k*llbi~l<m, then for all ak+,EA there exists a bk+lEA such that 
ak+1E;+1&+1 and jlbk+lll<H(n,k,m). 
(ii) For any’ keN - {O},f or any ak, bkEAk, if& Ef bk, then a,+ and bk SUtiSfy the same 
atomic formulas. 
Let kEN. Let Qlxl . . . QkXk F (xk) be a sentence in prenex normalform (F quantifier- 
free). Let (mi: O<i<k)ENk+’ satisfying p<m,<m,< ... <mk, and Vi l<i<k= 
miaH(k-i,i-l,mi_1). 
Then <tik Qlxl . ..&XkF(ik) ifand Only Zj-dk QIxl<mI . ..Qkxk<mkF(xk). 
We refer to [12, l] for detailed preliminaries on computational complexity. We use 
the complexity measure ATIME-ALT. Alternating Turing machines (ATM) are a gen- 
eralization of nondeterministic Turing machines. A state of an ATM is either final 
(accepting or rejecting) or existential or universal. An existential configuration (con- 
sisting of state, tape contents and head positions) leads to acceptance if some one of its 
immediate successors leads to acceptance. A universal configuration leads to accept- 
ance if all its immediate successors lead to acceptance. More formally, an clcceptiny 
conlputution subtrcr of an ATM M on an input .Y is a finite subtree of the tree of all 
configurations of A4 on .Y verifying the following conditions: the root is the initial 
configuration of M on s, existential configurations have only one child, universal 
configurations have all their immediate successors as children, and all leaves are 
accepting. 
An ATM M is time-bounded by T(n) and A(n)-alternation bounded if for any 
accepted input s, there is an accepting computation subtree of M on s of height at 
most T( 1 s I), and such that on any branch from the root to an accepting leaf there are 
at most A (1x1)- I alternations of universal and existential configurations. ATIME- 
ALT( T(n), A(n)) is the class of languages accepted by ATMs which are time-bounded 
by r(n) and A(n)-alternation bounded. See [2,6] for more details on ATMs. 
ATIME-ALT is a complexity measure especially well suited to the analysis of 
decidable theories. In fact, alternations of existential and universal states are used to 
simulate alternations of existential and universal quantifiers of the input sentence. To 
perform this simulation, it is necessary that the quantified variables should be 
bounded. This is what is secured by the conclusions of Theorem 2.1, once its 
hypotheses are verified. See [3,4,8,13] for examples of discussions and uses of the 
ATIME-ALT measure. 
We shall use two reductions: the standard polynomial-time many-one reduction 
d :, , and the reset log-lin reduction < 2’ Introduced by Compton and Henson [IS]. 
For any sets A and B 5 Z *, A < z,‘B if there is a mappingf‘: C *+2‘*, such that V’xgC * 
s~Ae,f(s)~B and ,f is computable by a log-space, linear-time bounded Turing 
machine which has the capability to reset the input tape head to the initial input cell 
on k moves during a computation, where k is fixed for all inputs; on all other moves 
the input tape head remains in place or moves one cell to the right. 
Our notations are standard. .Ypl.(N) denotes the set of finite subsets of N and 
9, (N) the set of infinite subsets of N. The symbols + and x denote the binary 
functions (and not the graphs of these functions). The same symbol I will denote both 
disjointness of subsets of N and coprimality of natural numbers, but its meaning will 
always be clear from the context. For i> 1, pi is the ith prime number. We denote by 
1~) the length of formula cp, i.e. the number of letters of cp. Recall that the alphabet on 
which cp is written is finite, and that the subscripts of variables are written in binary. 
All logarithms are in base two. 
3. Complexity of the theory of finite subsets of N 
In this section, we give an upper bound for Th(Yf( N), z ), where 9Pr( N) is the set 
of finite subsets of N. Afterwards, we consider lower bounds for this theory, and we 
study related theories which have the same complexity. 
Volger [26] considers (P,.(N), G ) as the countable weak direct power of 
({0, I}, < ). Ferrante and Rackoff [lo] (see also [21]) give a general method to obtain 
the complexity of the weak direct power of a structure from the complexity of this 
structure. Volger uses this method to prove that 
Th(YP,( N), G )E u ATIME-ALT(2’““, n). 
c>o 
We shall here improve that result by the direct application of Theorem 2.1. We 
verify in the first two lemmas below that the hypotheses of this theorem are satisfied. 
Definitions 3.1. 
(i) For any AEP~(N), let lA=A and -lA= -A=N-A. 
(ii) For any Ak=(A1,...,Al,)~~PI(N)k, and any &=(&l,...,&k)E{-l,l}k, let 
E,Ak=cl Al n ... nEk.4,. 
(iii) Let 22 =(-l,...) -l)+l,l}k. 
These definitions allow an easy way to deal with the 2k (possibly empty) subsets of 
N that constitute the partition defined by the intersections between k subsets and their 
complements. 
The following proposition states without proof some straightforward properties of 
these subsets. 
Proposition 3.2. 
(iii) V’A,EBJ(N)k V&,&_E(-l, 1)” &f&*&&n&,&=@. 
(iv) ~AkE~P/(~)kUfEk~k:E;,E{-ll,l}k}=~. 
(v) Let <Pi, . . . . P2k) be an ordered partition ef N, satisfying Vi 1 < ib 
2k- 1 ~PiE~p/( N) and PZk~pP, (N). Then there is a unique Ake?PS( N)” such that 
(P1,...,P2~)=(~k~k:~k~{-l,ljk),where{-1,1)k’ IS or ere according to the inverse d d 
lexicographic order: (1, . . . . l)< ... <(- 1, . . . . - 1). 
(Vi) VA,E~P/(N)kvCE~Pl(~)vjl bjdk=>[CnAj=Oov’Ek~I-l,l}k (&j= 1 -Cn 
zkAk=O)]. 
We now define the family of equivalence relations Ei. 
Definitions 3.3. (i) Let n, p, qE N. p = q if either p = q < 2” or p > 2” and q > 2”. 
(ii) Let n,kEN, k31. Let &,&:&(N)k. z&E;:& if VEkE{-l,l)k card(&j+ 
card (Zk&). 
(iii) If AEY~( N), max(A) is the greatest member of A. By convention max@)=O. 
We can now verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied 
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Lemma 3.4. Let Ak,Bk~9f(W)k such that AkE;+’ & Then ,for U?lJ’ Ak+ 1 df( N), 
there is a B, + 1 df(hd) such thut A,,, EE;‘+I &+I. 
If, moreover, Vj 1 6 j d k * max( Bj) dm, then we can choose Bk+ 1 ,such that 
max(B,+,)6m+2”. 
Proof. At first, we describe the construction of Bk+ I. Let Ak,BkEpf( N)” such 
that &, E;+’ &. Let Ak+l@f(N). We have, for any Ek~(- I, lJk, 
card(Ekii,)nzzI card(EkBk), i.e. either card(EkAk)=card(E,L?k)<2”+‘, or Card&A,) and 
Card(&&)>2”+‘. By Proposition 3.2(v), Bk+ I is completely determined by 
(&+,&+&+r+-I, fik+‘). 
Let zkE{ -1, 1:“. 
~ if card(Ak+l n&Ak)<card(-A,+, n&&) (notably if &=e:), then we put in 
B k+ 1 nCkBk the min(2”, card(Ak+ 1 n&xk)) smallest members of Ek& (the other 
members of ?&Bk are put in - Bk + 1 n&Sk). 
~ if card(Ak+,nEkXk)3card(-A,+, n&Ak) (hence, ck #Et), then we put in 
-B,+, n.F,B, the min(2”,card( -Ak+ 1 n?,A,)) greatest members of &&, i.e. we 
put in Bk+ 1 n&B, the Card(&Bk)-min(2”,card( - Ak+ 1 n&i&)) smallest members 
of &&. 
Now we prove that for any Ck+,~{-f,t}k+‘, we have card(&flAk+r)X 
card(&+,&+l). W e h ave to consider many cases, which is tedious, but the arguments 
in each case are rather straightforward. 
CU.%> 1: Card(~kAk)=Card(~,&.)<2”+’ and Card(Ak+,nEkAk)<Card(-Ak+,AEkAk). 
Then Card(Ak+,n4A,)+Card(-A,+,nEkAk)=Card(~kAk)<2”+’; thus, Card(Ak+ln 
& A, ) < 2”. Therefore, 
=card(A,+ 1 n&Z&.) 
and 
card(-Bk+r ne,~k)=Card(e,B,)-Card(B,+, n&B,) 
Case 2: card(EkAk)=card(ZkBk)<2”” and card(Ak+,n~kAk)>,card(-Ak+In 
& &). 
Then card (- Ak + 1 n Ek xk) < 2”. Therefore, 
=card(-Ak+,nkkAk), 
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and 
card(Bk+l nEk&)=card(EkBk)-card(-B,., n&&J 
=card(&&-card(-A,+,nZ,.&) 
=card(A,+,nE,A,). 
Cuse3: card(EkA;,)andcard(~,B,)32”“,card(A,+,nEkA;,)<card(-A,+,nEkAk) 
and card(Ak+l nEk,?k)<2”. 
Then 
card(Bk+, nEk&.)=min(2”,card(A,+,nE,&))=card(A,+,nE~&) 
and 
card(-B,+,nEkBk)+card(B,+,nE,B,)=card(EkBk))/2”+l; 
thus, card(-B,+,nEkBk)>2n. 
Likewise, 
thus, card(- Ak+l n&&)32”. 
Case 4: card&&) and card(E,8,)>2”+‘, card(Ak+,nE,&)<card(-A,+,n 
&&), and card(Ai,+, nE,+&)>2”. 
Then card(B, + 1 nEk&J=min(2”,card(A,+,nE,&))=2”; thus, card(A,+,n&&) 
and card(Bk+1nZk&)>2n. 
On the other hand, 
card(-Bk+ 1 nEk&)=card(Ekl?k)-card(B,+, n&i&) 
=card(CkBk)-2”32”+l -2”=2”, 
and 
card(-A,+, nE,&.)>card(A,+, n&.&)32”. 
CUX 5: card(EkAk) and card(Ekl?k)>2n+1, and card(A,+,nEkAk)> 
card(-A,+,nEEk&). 
Then card(-B,+,nE,~~)=min(2”,card(-A,+,ni&&)); thus, if 
card(-A,+,nE,&)<2”, then card(-B,+,nE,l?~)=card(-Al,+,nEk~~), and if 
card(-A,+,nEk.&)32”,thencard(-B k+1nEk&)=2n,andcard(-A,+,nE,&)and 
card(-Bk+l nEkBk)>2”. 
On the other hand, 
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and 
= $card(& Ak) 3 2”. 
This proves that Ak+ I Ei+ I nk+ r. Now we complete the proof of the lemma by 
showing that if V” 1 Gjbk *max(Bj)<m, then max(B,+,)<m+2”. 
The members of Bk+ 1 which are in us= 1 Bj are obviously bounded by m. The 
members of Bk+ 1 w rch are outside U,;=, B, are those from Bk+ 1 nif; Bk. They are in 
number at most mit(2 ,cdrd(A )I , k-t1 n$ xk))<2”, and they are the smallest ones. At 
worst, they are the following numbers: max( UjBj)+ 1, max(IJjBj)+2, . . . . 
max( Uj~,)+2”. Therefore, max(Bk+r)<m+2”. n 
Lemma 3.5. Let kEN - (01 and xk, B,E./P~.( N)k. [f& f?f Bk, then Ak and Bk sathfy the 
same atomic ,fhnula.s (in the 2wc~ibulaq~ of inclusion). 
Proof. By definition, if !ik k?f Bk, then for any Eke ( - I,1 )“, Card(&&)T card&&), 
i.e. either ZkAk=EkBk=@, or ?,A,#@ and EkBk#@ Therefore, v’CkE{-l,l}k 
cl, Xk = (!I o ~~~~ = 0. Thus, for any i, j, 1 < i,.j < k, we have 
Ai~Aj o V(C~E(-I,I~~ (~i=l andEj=-l) =S EkAk=@ 
t> VIEkE( - 1, llk (i:i= 1 and Ej= - 1) + &B,=@ 
oBi~B,j. n 
Lemma 3.6. Let kENi- (0) and QIXl . . . QkXkF(Xk) he a sentence, with F(X,) 
quant$er*ee. Then (9,Pr(N), s)+ Q,X, . ..QkXkF(Xk) if and only if (c9,r(N), 
s)/=Q,X, ~[O,2k-2k-1]QZXZ~[O,2k-2k-2]...QkXk~[O,2k-1]F(~k). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, with 
IlAII=max(A), H(n,k,m)=v+2”, and p=O. We set mo=O and mi=H(k-i, 
i- 1,?n_,)=n7i-I +2k-i. Then I?Q = 2k - 2k-i, and by Theorem 2. I 
(.y,f(N), c >i= QlX, QkXkF(Xk) 
if and only if 
where 
Theorem 3.7. Th(./P,.(FV), 5 )EU,,~ATIME-ALT(P,n). 
Proof. In a computation, a finite subset X of N, X E [0, m], can be written as a string 
x0.x1 . . X,E{O, 1jm+i, such that V’i 0 < i 6 WI Z- (xi = 1 o iEX). Let cp be a sentence with 
k quantifiers (k 6 1 cp I= n). The following procedure decides q: 
(1) Put cp on prenex normal form: Q,X, . ..QkXkF(Xk). which can be done in 
deterministic polynomial time. The length of F(X,) is O(n log n), the factor log n being 
due to the renaming of variables. 
(2) Write a k-tuple (A,,..., Ak)~ [0, 2k - 2k- ‘1 x ... x [0, 2k - 11, where Ai is written 
in an existential (universal) state if Qi = 3 (Qi = V). This is done in alternating time at 
most k2k < 22k, with at most k alternations. 
(3) Verify deterministically that F(Ak) is true. This can be done in time 
0(2k n log n) + p(n log n) for a polynomial p. Indeed, the length of F(Xk) is O(n log n), 
and the computation of the truth value of an atomic formula Ai G Aj only needs to 
read the strings coding Ai and Aj (they can be read simultaneously by putting them on 
different tapes); this can be done in time at most 2k. At last, the truth value of the 
propositional formula with no variable that we obtain is computed in deterministic 
time ~(n log n) for a polynomial p. 
The total time needed by this procedure is at most 2”’ for a constant c, with at most 
k alternations. 0 
A closer inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.7 leads to the following definitions 
and theorem. 
Definition 3.8. Let q(q) be the number of quantifiers in a sentence cp. Let a(q) be the 
number of alternations of quantifiers in a prenex normal form of 9 which has the 
smallest such number. 
A theory T is in the class of theories BAT (for bounded alternating time) if there are 
a polynomial p, a constant c and an ATM M which accepts the sentences cp in Tin 
alternating time 2”“‘c”’ p(1 cp I) with at most a(q) alternations. 
Theorem 3.9. Th(.Yf( N), G )EBAT. 
We give a lower bound on the complexity of Th(./Pf( N), c ) that almost matches the 
upper bound given by Theorem 3.7. 
Proposition 3.10. (i) Th(Yf( N), G ) is uc,o ATIME-ALT(2c”““g”, a)-hard for 62’. 
(ii) 3c>O Th(g.r( N), G )$ATIME-ALT(2’““0g”,cn). 
Proof. Compton and Henson [X, pp. 588591 prove the following results: any exten- 
sion, with an infinite model, of the first-order theory of Boolean algebras has 
a hereditary lower bound of ATIME-ALT(2c”~‘“g”,cn) and is U,,,ATIME- 
ALT(2’“:‘“V, cn)-hard for < c’. It is easy to see that their proof yields the same results 
for Th(.gf( N), E ). ii 
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Corollary 3.11. Th(:Ps(FU), G) is Uk~OA71~E-ALT(2”*;n)-completefov <K. 
This corollary was stated by Volger [26]. 
We have focused on the structure (.Y,.( N ), G ). Now we allow more relations and 
functions, and we prove that the complexity does not change. 
Proposition 3.12. Th(Yr(N), =, G, I,)EBAT (und, consequently, Th(d/(N), 1)~ 
BA T). 
Proof. Recall that we write A I B if A and B are disjoint subsets of N: A n B = 0. 
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.7 shows that the fact that the vocabulary 
equals {s ) is used only twice: in Lemma 3.5 and in the computation of the truth value 
of an atomic formula Ai E Aj. In both cases, the proof is unchanged if the vocabulary 
is {=, G,_Ll. 0 
The following definition and proposition will allow one to obtain an upper bound 
on the complexity of a theory T by reducing it to a theory which is known to be in 
BAT. They will be used in Proposition 3.15 and in the next section. 
Definition 3.13. A theory T is <I- reducible to a theory T’ if there is a function 
,f‘computable in deterministic polynomial time, a polynomial r and a constant cl, such 
that for any sentence v), 
(i) cp E Tef(cp)~ T’, 
(ii) f’(v) is in prenex normal form, 
(iii) lf‘(cp)Idr(lcpl), 
(iv) q(f(cp))d4~pl, 
(v) 41‘(v))~ld. 
Wurniny: the reduction <b is not transitive. 
Proposition 3.14. Let T und T’ be two theories. If T <k T’ and T’EBAT, then 
TEU,>~ ATIME-ALT(T”, n). 
Proof. Since T < l, T’, there is a functionfsatisfying the conditions of Definition 3.13. 
Since T’EBAT, there is a (increasing) polynomial p, a constant c and an ATM 
M which accepts a sentence $ in T’ in alternating time 2cq(ti)p( I II/ I) with at most a($) 
alternations. 
Let M’ be the ATM which on a sentence cp on the vocabulary of T computesf(cp) 
and simulates M on ,f’(cp). Then M’ accepts sentences in T in alternating time 
2’““‘~‘“p(lf((~)I)~2’~‘~~y[~ r(lqI) with a number of alternations at most u(f(cp)),<lql. 
Thus, TEU,,~ ATIME-ALT(2’“, n). Cl 
In the sequel, the class BAT and the reduction G % are tools used to prove theories 
to be in U,.,,ATIME-ALT(2’“, n), with n alternations. Note that the arguments 
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would be 
U c,. ATIME-ALT(T”, cn), with linear number of alternations. 
Proposition 3.15. Th(YP,( N), =, G, n, u, l.,@)~u,,O ATIME-ALT(2’“, n). 
Proof. We prove that Th(;Pr(N), =, G, n, u, 1,0) d”mTh(BS(N), =, G, I,). Then 
the proposition follows from Propositions 3.12 and 3.14. 
Let cp be a sentence on the vocabulary { =, C, n, u, I, 0). We eliminate one by one 
the symbols A, u and 0 from cp according to the following equivalences, where 
T,, T,, T3 denote terms: 
TI=T2nT, o VX(XzT,)-(Xc_T, AXGT,), 
T,=T,uT, - VX(T,EX)-(T,c_X A T,sX), 
Tl=8 - VX(T, c X), 
T,nT,sT,- VX(XET~ AXET~)J(XGT~), 
T,cT,nT,o VX(XGT,)=(XET~AXGT~), 
TIuT2sT30 VX(T,cX)*(T,cX A T2sX), 
TIcT,uT, o VX(T,cX A T,c_X)=>(T, LX), 
0s T1 0 VX(XcX), 
Tl ~8 - VX(T, LX), 
T,J_T,nT,o VX(XcT,r\XcT,)+(XIT,), 
T,lT,uT,- VX(XcT,)=-(XIT,AXIT,), 
TIJ-0 - VX(Xc_X). 
This elimination can be done in deterministic polynomial time. Each elimination of 
symbol increases the length of the sentence by an additive constant. Thus, the length 
of the final sentence is linear in the length n of cp and becomes O(n log n) when the 
sentence is put in prenex normal form. 
Each elimination of symbol introduces only one quantifier. Thus, the number of 
quantifiers in the final sentence is smaller than the length of cp. Therefore, 
Th(~pf(N),=,c_,n,u,l,0)6”,Th(~~(N),=,~,I,). 0 
Of course, the same upper bound holds for theories which are obtained by dropping 
some symbols, such as Th(pp,( N), =, n), and Th(gp,( N), =, u). 
We now consider lower bounds on these theories. 
Proposition 3.16. The lower hound of Proposition 3.10 holds for Th(pP,( N), I), 
Th(YJ( N), =, n), and Th(Yp,( N), =, u). 
Proof. The following equivalences, where X, Y are variables, show that 
Th(9r(N), C) can be reduced by <z’ to the theories above. 
xc Y 0 VZ(ZL YaZIX), 
CJ XnY=X, 
oXuY=Y. 0 
The following theorem will provide us a nice corollary in the next section. 
Theorem 3.17. (i) Th(,/P,( N)u ( N ), =, L, ~)EBAT. 
(ii) Th(;/P,(N)u{N~), =, ~,~,u,I,~)EU,,OATIME-ALT(~~“,~). 
Proof. We prove that Th(.fJ( N)u ( N ), G)EBAT. Then the first part of the theorem 
can be derived as in Proposition 3.12 and the second part as in Proposition 3.15. 
The set N cannot be defined in Th(./Pf( N), G); thus, we must take again the proofs 
of Lemmas 3.4-3.6. We limit ourselves to indicate the slight modifications that have to 
be done to these proofs. We define 9,r( N )’ = ;P,( N) u { N ). We define the family 
(-K)+ of equivalence relations on (./P,-(N)+)” by: if ~~,I?~E(,JP,~(N)+)~, then 
A,( Ei)+ Bk if 
(i) Vi ldi<k*(Ai=N~B;=N), 
(ii) V&E [ - 1, I)!+ card(Ekxk) z card&&), where both sides can be infinite. We 
define 11.1) + by 11 A 11’ = max(A) :f A E.Y~( N) - I@), and 1) 0 /) ’ = 11 N I/+ = 0. We remark 
that if an Ai (1 < i < k) is equal to N, then either Ek& is unchanged (if si = l), or is empty 
(if Ei= - 1). This remark makes easy the modifications of the proofs. Lemma 3.4 is 
stated with S,f(N)‘, (E;l)’ and 11. II+ instead of .9P.r( N), Et and 11 I/. If 
Ak,Bk~(:y~(iV)+)~ and A#;“)+ &, and if .4k+l~9J(N)+, then: if Ak+l =N, we 
choose Bk + 1 = N, else we take B, + 1 as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Lemma 3.5 is stated 
and proved analogously. In the statement of Lemma 3.6, we replace .9/(N) by 
9,(N)‘, and QiXi c [0,2k-2k-‘] by QiXiE~([0,2k-2k~i])u~ ~ ), In the proof of 
Theorem 3.7, we code the subset Ai which are equal to N by a special symbol. The 
computation of the truth value of an inclusion involving N is trivial. C 
Remark 3.18. The same lower bounds as in Propositions 
Th(.yr(N)u(N), S) and Th(.p,.(N)u{N),I). 
4. Complexity of theories involving the coprimality relation 
3.10 and 3.16 hold for 
For natural numbers LI and h, we write ~11 h if a is coprime to h, i.e. if the greatest 
common divisor of a and h is 1. The use of the same symbol for coprime numbers and 
disjoint subsets of N is justified by the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.1. (i) Th( N - (01, I)=Th(g,(fV)), I), 
(ii) Th(fU,I)=Th(9ps(fV)u{tV),I). 
Proof. Let SF be the set of square-free natural numbers, i.e. the set of numbers which 
are not divisible by the square of a prime number. 
We first prove that (SF, I ) is an elementary substructure of (hJ - (O}, I ), which 
implies that Th(SF, _L)=Th( N - {0}, I). T o s h ow this, it is sufficient (see e.g. [7, 
p. 1081 to show that for any formula Il/(u,y,, . . , y,,), any UE N - {0}, and bl, . . ., b,ESF, 
such that (F+J-{O},I)+ $(a,b,,...,b,), there is some bESF such that 
(RJ-{O),I>+ $(b,b,,...,b,). We choose b=n{p:p prime, pia). Then bESF, and 
any atomic subformula of $ where x occurs has the same truth value in ( N - {0}, I ), 
whether a or b is substituted for x. 
Now (SF, A..) is isomorphic to ( ;Pr( N), I). For any ~ESF, let f(n) be the finite 
subset of N of numbers i such that the (i+ 1)st prime number pi+i divides n, i.e. 
f(n)={i~RJ:~i+iln). Then for any n,rn~SF, nIm~f(n)nf(m)=@; thus, 
f: SF+Y,-( N) is an isomorphism. Therefore, 
The same proof shows that 
Th(N,I)=Th(SFujOj,I)=Th(.jp,(N)u 
Theorem 4.2. (i) Th( N -{O), _L)sBAT_c uc,o ATIME-ALT(2’“,n), 
(ii) Th(RJ, I)EBATG U,,,ATIME-ALT(2’“,n), 
(iii) 3c > 0 Th( N - (01, I)$ATIME-ALT(2c”““g”, cn), 
(iv) Th( N - {0), I) is UC,,, ATIME-ALT(2c”~‘“g”,cn)-kardfir 6 2’. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Proposition 4.1 and the results of Section 3. Of 
course, the lower bounds (iii) and (iv) also hold for Th( N, I), because the element 
0 and so N - {0) can be defined in ( N, I ). q 
It is known that multiplication cannot be defined in (N, J_) (in fact, this is 
a corollary of the proof of Proposition 4.1, since SF is not closed under x , but is an 
elementary substructure of (N - (O}, I)). What happens if we add this new function? 
It is known that Th( N, =, x )EU,,~ ATIME-ALT(222‘“,n) [3,4,10,20,21], which 
shows the great power of multiplication. It could have been thought that adding the 
binary function x to Th(N, I) would have greatly increased the computational 
complexity of this theory. The following theorem shows, in fact, that this complexity is 
unaltered. 
Warning: we consider the binary function of multiplication, and not the graph of 
this function, because equality is definable from this graph. 
Theorem 4.3. Th( N, I, x )E UC, 0 ATIME-ALT(2”‘, n), where x is the hinuryfunction 
of multiplicution. 
Proof. We prove that Th( N, I, x ) <“,,Th( N, I). Then the theorem follows from 
Proposition 3.14 and Theorem 4.2. 
Consider a sentence cp in Th( N, I, x ). The terms in this sentence have the form 
X1 x x2 x ‘.. x Xl, and the atomic formulas in this sentence have the form 
(sl x s2 x ... x x,)i(~, x yz x ... x J,,,). This last formula can be transformed into 
the equivalent formula (x, Iy,) A (x, Iy,) A ... A (.x1 I)‘,,,) A (_Y~ 1~~) A ... A 
(x, I J,,,) in deterministic polynomial time. Then the sentence cp is transformed in 
a polynomially longer sentence II/, but with the same number of quantifiers as cp, such 
that cpETh(N,l, x)o$ETh(N,i). Thus, Th(N,i, x) <zTh(N,i). 0 
Consider Th(N - [O), =_ I). It is known that equality cannot be defined in 
( W - (O), I). On the other hand. it is known that equality and coprimality can be 
defined in ( N - (01, I). and that Th(N - (01, I)EU~,~~ ATIME-ALT(2’“*“‘““,n) [26]. 
Therefore, the following theorem is an improvement on the result given by the 
reduction of Th( N - (O), =, I) to the theory of divisibility. 
Theorem 4.4. Th( N - (01, =, J_)EU~,~ ATIME-ALT(2”“‘,n). 
Proof. We have not been able to simply reduce the complexity of Th( N - (01, =, 1) 
to that one of Th( N - (01, I). We come back to the basic method. For any aeN - [Oj, 
we set Supp(u) = (p: p prime. pJa) and we denote by Supp(uk) the k-tuple 
(Supp(u, ), ., Supp(cz,)). We define a family E;f of equivalence relations on ( N - IO))” : 
for any a,, h;, (Ik ~5: & if 
(i) Vi,j<k ui=ujo hi=hj, 
(ii) v&E{ - 1, 1) k card& Supp(&)) c card& Supp(bl,)). 
As in Theorem 3.7, the proof consists in three lemmas. 
Lemma 4.5. Let Sk, hkE( N - (0) )k such thd iik E;f+ ’ h,. Then ,ftir any uII, + I EN - (01, 
tlzere is LI b, + 1 E N - (0) such thut Sk + 1 Ez + 1 - hk + 1. [f; morrocer, Vi 1 < i < k =a hi < WI UJI~ 
rn3 1, then w cm choose h,, 1 such that hk+ 1 <dk+ “‘k+2”‘((n+ 1)2”+’ jtk+ lJ2”, 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Suppose that gk E;” ’ hk and let uk + 1 EN - (01. If ak + 1 = Ui for 
any i, 1 <i<k, then we take hk+l= i h . Else, the proof is similar to the one of Lemma 
3.4, where the Ai’s are replaced by the Supp(ui)‘s. We first construct h by the following 
procedure: 
_ if card(Supp(~~+~)n~~Supp(u~))<card(-Supp(a~+~)n~,Supp(rr,)), then we put 
in S~pp(h)nF:~Supp(h~) the min(2”,card(Supp(u k+ I)ni:kSupp(uk))) smallest mem- 
bers of ckSupp(hk). 
~ else, we Put in Supp(b)n&Supp(bl,) the card(EkSupp(bk))-min(2”, 
card( - Supp(a, + 1 ) n Ek Supp(a,))) smallest members of EkSupp(bk). 
Note that the number b so constructed is square-free, and it is not sure that b suits. 
We must have, for any i, 1 <i < k, b,, 1 f hi. So we choose among the numbers 
bj: 1 <j<k+ 1, the least one that suits, i.e. 
bk+r=min{bj: I<j<k+l andVi l<i<k+bj#b,}. 
Then the same analysis as in Lemma 3.4 gives Llk + 1 Ez+ 1 b-,, 1. 
Suppose that Vi 1 <i < k + bid m, where m >, 1. Then either b,+ 1 = bi< m or 
b k+l<bk+l, where bESF. In this second case, the prime factors of b which are inside 
u:= 1 SupP(bi) h ave a product at most n:= 1 hi 6 mk. And the prime factors of b which 
are outside UT= 1 Supp(bi) are those from Supp(b)n$ Supp(bk). Their number is at 
most 2”, and they are the smallest ones. Thus, if pU is the greatest prime number less 
than nz, they are at most the prime numbers pu+I,pu+z,...,pu+2~. As b,,, is square- 
free, we obtain 
2” 
bdmk n p u+jdmk(Pu+2”J2”, 
j= 1 
It is known that 
(i) Vs,r3 1 P~+~<P~P~, 
(ii) VII > 1 pn < 2n log (2~1) 
(see e.g. [22, p. 1901). Hence, 
pu+2”~pupZ”~n12”+l(n+1), and b<mk+2”((lr+ l)2”11)2”. 
Therefore, 
b k+l <bk+’ ~m(k+l,(k+2’1)((,~+1)2”+l))‘k+~1)2”, 0 
ProofofLemma4.6. akE,Ob;,ifandonlyifVi,j~kai=ujobi=bj,andVEkE{-1,l}k 
either &Supp(ak)=~kSupp(bk)=8, or both &Supp(ak) and &SUpp(bk) are nonempty. 
This implies that 
Vi,j l~i,jdk~(UiIUj~biIbj), 
because 
Ui I Uj O SUpp(L7i) n SUpp(Uj)=0 
Lemma 4.7. Let Q1 s, . . Qk.xkF(-Yk) be a sentence, with F(Xk) quantijer-free. Then 
<N-(o)-, =,I>+ Qlxl . ..Qk.%F(.fk) 
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Proof of Lemma 4.7. We apply Theorem 2.1, with the identity as a norm, p= 1 and 
~(~,k.,~*)=~‘k+l)(k+2”)((,~+ 1)2”+‘)‘k+1)2”, 
We search for 1 dmodm, < ... <mk such that 
Vi 1 <idk * mi>H(k-i,i- l,m_1). 
Let li=log mi. Then this condition becomes 
li3i(i-l +2k-i)li_l +i2k-‘[(k--i+ l)+log(k-i+ l)], 
and it can be (tediously) verified that li=22i’~g(i+“+i(2k~i) suits. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4 (conclusion). Given a sentence cp of length n, with k quantifiers, 
we put it in prenex normal form Qlsl . . . Qk.XkF(.fk). Then we write 
(a 1, . . , ok)s[O, PII ] x ... x [o, Ink], where Ui iS Written in an eXiStentid (UIIiVerSd) State 
if Qi = 3 (Qi = V). This can be done in alternating time at most k log mk < 24kz, and at 
most k alternations. Then F(ti,) is deterministically verified, which can be done in time 
(IF( + ItikI)d<nd24dk- ’ for a fixed constant d. 
As k < n, the total time is 2°(“L) and there are at most n alternations. 0 
Remark 4.8. We have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.1 that 
Th( N - {O), _L)=Th(SF, I). However, Th( N - {Ol, =, I)#Th(SF, =, I). Indeed, let 
cp be the sentence 3x 3~ (1 (X = y) A V’z (Z I x 0 2 I I:)). Then ( N - {Ot, =, I) + cp, 
but (SF, =, l_) t+q. 
5. Complexity of theories involving functions 
Up to now, we have limited ourselves to the study of the relations and functions 
=, <,I, I, S, +, x on N. Of course, many other relations and functions can be 
defined on N. The most relevant ones are the functions 2x, .x2 and 2*. These functions 
can be added to the structures we have considered, and it can be asked what the 
complexities of the theories of the structures so constituted are. In this section, we only 
graze the subject. The proofs of the results we give mainly use methods we saw in the 
previous sections. 
On the side of theories with great complexities, it is known that Th( N, =, +, 2”) is 
decidable 1241, but not elementary recursive [S, p. 551. Th( N, <,x2) is decidable [24], 
but its complexity is not known. 
On the other side, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.1. Th( N, =, 2x), Th( N, =,x2) and Th( N, =, 2”) are PSPACE-complete. 
Proof. We first prove that the structures we consider are isomorphic to a simple 
structure. Let B be a finite set disjoint from N x N, and let A =Bu(N x N). Let 
S: A-+A be defined by 
S(b) = b 
S((x,L’))=(x+ l,Y) 
Then 
(N, =,2x)z(A,, =,S) 
(FV, =,x2)z(A2, =,S) 
(N, =,2”)z(A3, =,S) 
Let fr (x) =2x, f2 (x) = .x2, f3 (.x) = 2”. 
if bsB, 
if (.x,y)~N x N. 
We 
for B=B1=(bl), 
for B=B2={bl,b2}, 
for B=BJ=@ 
describe the isomorphisms 
Yi:(Ai, =,S)+(N, =,,h) for i=l,2,3. 
For the function fr(x)=2x, the isomorphism 
gI((n,P))=2”(2p+ 1) if n,p~N. 
For the function f2(x) = x2, the isomorphism y2 is 
gr is given by gl(bl)=O, 
given by gz(br)=O, gz(b2)=1, 
Yz(hP))=u, ‘” if n, JIE N, where IA,, is the (p + 1)st number which is not a square (u,, = 2, 
ur=3, u2=5, . ..). 
For the function f3(x)=2X, the isomorphism y3 is defined by induction by 
g3((0,P))=wpifPEN and Y~((H+ l,p))=2 g3((n.p)) if nEN, PEN, where w,is the (p+ 1)st 
number which is not a power of 2 (wO = 0, wr = 3, w2 = 5, .). 
It can be easily seen that, for i = 1,2,3, gi is one-to-one and onto, and f; 0 gi =.gio S. 
We are brought to the analysis of the complexity of Th(Bu (N x N), =, S). This 
theory is PSPACE-hard since it contains the theory of equality on a domain with 
more than one element. We do not detail the proof that this theory is in PSPACE, for 
it is only a very special case of the proof in [lo] that gives the complexity of the theory 
of a one-to-one unary function. We only state the two basic lemmas. 
We define a (possibly negative) distance on A. For any a,, u,EA, 
if a, =(x1, y), uz=(x2, y)EN x N, 
otherwise. 
For any no N, we define the following equivalence relation on A x A. For any 
(al,a2), (br,b,)EA x A, (a1,a2) = (bl,b2) iftfqEZ 
n 
lqld2” =c- (d(ul,uz)=qOd(b,,b,)=q). 
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For any II, kEN, k > 1, we define the equivalence relation E; on A by: 
for any &, &E Ak, tik Ei h;, if 
(i) V’~EB V’i 1 <i<k=(a,=c o bi=c), 
(ii) V’i,j 1 <i,j<k *(a,,~,) E (hi,hj), 
(iii) V’i I <i<k*d(O,t,ni) ~‘d(Oa,, bi), 
N 
where 0, = L’ tf CEB, and O,,, Yj = (0, 13. 
We define a norm on A by II c 11 =(O, 0) if CEB, and /1(x, y) 1) =(.x, y). We define an 
order d on N x N by (xl,~,)<(xz,y,) if .u,<x2 and JJ~<J~~. Then we have the 
following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.2. Let n,kEN, k>l, Uk,&EAk, and m,m’EN suck that SkE;+‘Lk and Vi 
l,<idk~l~hiII~(m,m’).Foranyak+~EA,tkereisab,+,EAs~cktkatak+~E~+~~b;,+~ 
and //b,+, ))<(wI+~“, max(m’,k+l)). 
Lemma 5.3. Let kGN -{O}, and &xl . . QkxkF(-Yk) be a sentence with F(Xk) 
quantifier$iee. Then 
(A, =,s>b Ql.xl ~(m1,m;)...QkXk~(mk,m;)F(xk), 
vi I <i<k => mi=2k-2k-i and mj=i, 
From Lemma 5.3 it is easily seen that Th(A, =,S) is in PSPACE. 0 
Adding a function to a structure can deeply alter the complexity of its theory. For 
example, in ( N, =, + , x2 ) we can define x by 
z=xy 0 (.u+~)~=x~+y2+z+.z. 
In(N,=,x,2”)wecandefine + by 
z=.x+J’ e 2==2*x2!‘. 
In ( N, ),2”), we can define < by 
So the theories of these structures are undecidable. However, the following theorem 
shows that adding these functions to (N, I) does not change the complexity of its 
theory. 
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Theorem 5.4. Th( N, I, x ,2x, x2, 2X)~ UC>0 ATIME-ALT(2’“, n). 
Proof. We begin by giving two preliminary remarks. 
First, note that, if t1 is a term from the vocabulary { x ,2x,x2,21}, then it is very 
easy to express that t1 =0 using only the nonlogical symbol 1. We prove this by 
induction on the structure of the term tl. If t1 =2r2, this formula is false. If tl =2t2 or 
tl = t:, this formula is equivalent to t2 =O. If t1 = t2 x t3, this formula is equivalent to 
(t2 =0) v (f3 =O). At last, if tl is a variable, then this formula is equivalent to 
Vy (y I tl =E- y _L y). Consequently, from now on in this proof, we freely use the notation 
tl =0 to mean an equivalent formula made according to the rules above. 
Second, note that, if a term tl is within the scope of a function 2”, i.e. is a proper 
subterm of 2’*, then, for atomic formulas built with the sole relation I, it only matters 
whether or not tl =O. 
We introduce the constant 2, and we prove that Th( N, I, x ,2x,x2, 2”) <“, 
Th( N, I, 2). Let cp be a sentence in Th( N, I, x 2x, x2, 2”). We eliminate the function 
2x by replacing each occurrence of 2t,, where tl is a term, by 2 x tl. Then we eliminate 
the function x2 by replacing each occurrence oft:, where tl is a term, by tl. This can 
be justified by noting that either a term is within the scope of a function 2”, and then, 
by the second preliminary remark, it does not matter whether it is squared or not, or 
this term is not within the scope of a function 2”, and then has the same relation of 
coprimality with other terms, whether it is squared or not. 
When these eliminations of 2x and x2 are done, the atomic formulas contain only 
the nonlogical symbols x , I, 2” and 2, and so have the form 
(t1 x ... xp2’F’Ix . . . X2’R“i)I(U1X ... xu,x2",'1x ... x2!+*), 
where p,q,r,sEN,tl, . . . . t,, u1 ,..., u, are variables or the constant 2, and 
t p+1, ..., pfq,U*+lr . ..r%+s t are terms from the vocabulary (2, x ,2”}. 
We denote by T=O (U=O) the formula (t,+l=O) A ... A (t,+,=O) 
((u r+l=O) A ... A (u,+~=O)). Then such an atomic formula is equivalent to 
(t1 x .‘. x t,_Lu, x ... x u,) A (t1 x .” x t,12 v U=O) A 
(ul x ... xu,12 v T=O) A (T=O v U=O). 
Using the first preliminary remark, the formulas T= 0 and U = 0 can be replaced by 
equivalent formulas on the vocabulary {I}. The symbol x is eliminated exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 4.3. So the initial sentence cp is reduced in deterministic 
polynomial time to a sentence $ (in prenex normal form) on the vocabulary {I, 2}, 
such that II/ is polynomially longer than rp, q($) d 21 cp 1, a($) d I cp 1 and cpETh( N, I, x , 
2x,x2,2*)o~~Th(N,1,2).Therefore,Th(N,.L, x,2~,~~,2~)Q~Th(N,1,2). 
In the final stage, we prove that Th( N, I, 2)eBAT. The proof of Proposition 4.1 
shows that Th(N, 1,2)=Th(SFu{O}, 1,2), and (SFu{O},J_,2) is isomorphic 
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to ( ,Yjpf( N)u { N ), I, (0) ). Thus, we are brought to the analysis of 
Th(Yf( N)u (N i,, I, lo)). This analysis parallels that of Th(Sf(N)u{ N 1, I) in 
Theorem 3.17. The main change is to add to the definition of (E;)+ the condition 
vi l<idk ~ (Ai= i0) 0 Bi= (0)). 
Thus, Th(.Y,(N)u(N), I, j0;)~BA7-. 
We have proved that 
Th(N,I, x.2s..x2.2”) ~~Th(~,1,2)=Th(.~~(~)u(~j,I,{O})EBAT. 
Therefore, 
Th( N, I, x, 2s, x’, 2”)~ u ATIME-ALT(2’“,n) 
c>o 
by Proposition 3.14. 0 
6. Conclusion 
We are now in a position to answer the question of what happens to the complexity 
of Th( N, =, <, 1, I, S, +, x ) if we drop some of these relations or functions from the 
structure. Only five cases are possible: 
(i) The theory is undecidable. This holds if and only if both S and I are definable 
in the structure. 
(ii) The theory is Th(N. =,l,I, x) (i.e. Th(N, =, x)), which is in uc,0 
ATIME-ALT(2’Z’m, n), and is complete for Uk, ,, ATIME-ALT(2”” , n) for < 5. 
(iii) The theory is Th( N, =,S, 6, +) (i.e. Th(N, =, +)), which is in U,,,ATIME- 
ALT(2*“‘, n) and is complete for Uk,,, ATIME-ALT(2”“, n) for <k. 
(iv) The theory is one of the following: Th( N, =, 1, I) (i.e. Th( N, I)), Th( N, =, I), 
Th( N, I, x ) or Th( N, I), which are in UC,,, ATIME-ALT(2’f’“‘, n), respectively, for 
.f(n)=n’logn, .f(n)=n’,f‘(n)= n and .f’(n)= n, and are complete for Uk,O ATIME- 
ALT(2”“, n) for <g. 
(v) The theory is one of the following: Th( N. =, S, < ) (i.e. Th( N, d )), Th( N, =, S) 
or Th(N, =), which are in Uc,o ATIME-ALT(cn’, n) and are PSPACE-complete 
for <k. 
Logical results (axiomatization, finite axiomatizability, elimination of quantifiers, 
etc.) involving Th(9,( N), G ), Th( N, _L), Th(N, =, I), Th( N, 1) and Th( N, =, x ) can 
be found in [S]. 
As we have seen in Section 5, adding one of the functions 2x,.x* or 2” can either 
deeply alter or leave unchanged the complexity of the theory of a structure. We have 
only grazed this subject, and many open problems are left open. 
Comp/e.xitp of logicnl theories incohing coprimulir) 
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